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QUESTION 1

Universal containers has proposed using a Developer Edition org to stage changes to their Customer Community, which
includes multiple custom Visualforce pages and components. Which three risks should a Technical Architect consider in
this strategy? Choose 3 answers 

A. Code changes cannot be deployed from a Developer Sandbox to Production. 

B. Developer Edition orgs have limited user counts and low data volume limits, which will make User Testing difficult. 

C. Developer Edition orgs cannot have sandboxes, which will make team development difficult. 

D. Developer Edition orgs do not run on production servers and will not perform well during testing. 

E. Changes Sets cannot be used to deploy from Developer Edition to Production which will make deployment more
complex 

Correct Answer: BCD 

 

QUESTION 2

Universal Containers (UC) is preparing for the new Salesforce release in a couple of months, and has several ongoing
development projects that may be affected. 

Which three steps should the team at UC take to prepare for this release? Choose 3 answers 

A. Contact Salesforce to schedule a time to upgrade the full Sandbox. 

B. Refresh a Sandbox during the Release Preview Window to ensure they have the upcoming release. 

C. Run regression tests in an upgraded sandbox to detect any issues with the Upgrade. 

D. Review the release notes for automatically-enabled features and technical debt. 

E. Upgrade any SOAP integrations to the newest WSDL as early as possible 

Correct Answer: BCD 

 

 

QUESTION 3

Universal Containers are concerned that after each release, reports and dashboards 

seem to roll back to previous versions. Executives spend many hours crafting these dashboards to perfectly meet their
needs, and are now questioning the Salesforce platform\\'s ability to save things, even data records. 

What can the Salesforce architect advise to stop the rollbacks from happening? 

A. Use a third-party data warehouse. 
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B. Remove the executive\\'s ability to change reports, and only allow developers to do that. 

C. Ensure report metadata is exported daily and that it is merged into the developer branches before the next release. 

D. Back up all the reports just before the release, then reimport them after the release, 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 4

Why does Salesforce prohibit Stress Testing against Production? 

A. There is not enough CPU 

B. It is a shared environment 

C. It is blocked by data center infrastructure 

D. It causes Internet congestion 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Universal Containers (UC) currently uses the org development model and utilizes the Salesforce CLI as the deployment
tool. After the feature release artifact (a .zip file) has been tested in a lower sandbox, it is being deployed to the full
sandbox for performance testing and production deployment readiness check-Since quick deployment options are not
being used, what is the correct way to deploy the artifact to the full sandbox? 

A. Authorize to the Full sandbox org; Validate with sfdx:source:deploy; On successful validation, deploy with
sfdx:source:deploy 

B. Authorize to the Full sandbox org; Validate with sfdximdapi:deploy; On successful validation, deploy with
sfdx:mdapi:deploy 

C. Authorize to the Full sandbox; validate with sfdx: source: deploy; On successful validation, deploy with
sfdx;mdapi;deploy 

D. Authorize to the Full sandbox org; Validate with sfdx:mdapi:deploy; On successful validation, deploy with
sfdx:source:deploy 

Correct Answer: C 
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